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Mayan Energy slumps as new management put
project on hold

Price:

0.11p

Market Cap:

Mayan Energy Ltd (LON:MYN) shares slumped in Tuesday's early deals as the
company put on hold development work at its project in Texas whilst new
management launches a review of the company's assets and finances.

£4.15M

1 Year Share Price Graph

The company's new chairman Paolo Amoruso, in a stock market statement,
said: "During this period of transition, we are going to review our assets in order
to allocate our financial resources in a disciplined manner to the project
portfolio that we believe will maximise the company's returns.
READ: Tuesday's stock market movers
"Initially, this will require us to put on hold development activity, including the
recompletion and assessment work scheduled on the Austin Chalk Wells in
Gonzalez County, Texas.

Share Information

"We will be sending a team to visit all the field operations during the second
half of October and once we have addressed the operational and leadership
issues, we will update the market accordingly with plans for increasing current
production and field development."
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On AIM, Mayan shares were down 16.35% at 0.23p.
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Company Synopsis:

Management changes
Last week, Mayan Energy announced the resignation of Eddie Gonzalez from
his role as chief executive officer with immediate effect.
Charlie Wood concurrently moved from his role as executive chairman, to
interim chief executive.

Attis is focused on delivering sustainable
long term returns to its shareholders while
minimising the intrinsic volatility risk in the
energy sector. &nbsp; This is accomplished
by
balancing
its
exploration
and
development opportunities with its third
party
operator
service.

Amoruso was then named as the new non-executive chairman. JD McGraw is
the company's independent non-executive director.
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An AGM is due to take place later this week, on October 11, when
shareholders will be invited to vote to confirm the new management
appointments.
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No investment advice
Proactive Investors is a publisher and is not registered with or authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). You understand and agree that no content
published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any
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specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential,
advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products,
and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that contributors
may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases where the
position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and agree that
at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price and other
data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such calculations are
guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be selective,
may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published
information
and
data
may
not
be
current
and
should
not
be
relied
upon.
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